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FOURTH SEMESTER B.fECH. (ENGINEERING) DEGREE D(AMINATIoN
JUNE 2OO4

- 
CS./ IT. 2K. 40z-SYSTEMS PROGRAMMING

(New Scheme)

Moi-;-: 100 MarksTime : Three Hours

'. Answer allqucstians.
Assume suitable data tlwt are nnt giuen.

l. (a) What is the pu{pose of control section ? Explain the need for program linking.
(b) Write notes on MASM assembler.

(c) What is a Bootstrap loader ? Explain briefly the working of bootstrap loader.
(d) What is dynamic linking ? How it is used in loading and calling a subroutine ?

(e) What is multiprogramming ? What are its advantages and disadvantages ?

(0 what is storage hierarchy ? why is it important in swapping techniques ?

(g) Whai are the services proviried by the kernel ?

(h) What are the characteristic features of UMX file system ?

(8x5=40marks)
. : UNrrI

2,. (a) Elaborate the structure and design of one pass assembler.

4. (a)

Or

Describe in detail the architectural features of VAX machine.

Ur.nr II
Write the algorithm for the pass I of a linking loader and explain its working.

Or

Write an algorithm for a one-pass microp(rcessor and explain the data structures used by
the microprocessor.

Umr III
What are the system calls ? What are tlie various system calls provided to the user by the
OS ? Explain them in detail.

Or

(b) Discuss in detail the Demand-Paged memory management listing the hardware support
required and its advantages and disadvantages.

(b)

3. (a)

o)

Turn over
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(b) Srytrb hqr prms thmrelree *&eicdun h6ed on sycten €rcffi sdo €re*iry in
kerel mode.
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